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In their article, “Structural Modeling in Marketing: Review and Assessment,” Chintagunta, Erdem, Rossi, and
Wedel (2006) provide a comprehensive survey of the contributions to the empirical marketing literature made

by researchers using structural econometric modeling. More importantly, their review poses the question of
whether structural methods should become more prominent in marketing research. Addressing that question
requires a careful consideration of the potential gains of employing structure in this context, as well as the
compromises necessary for implementation. Instead of specifically referencing many of the interesting papers
cited by the authors, I will focus my comment on evaluating the value of structural approaches in marketing in
more general terms.
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1. The Value of Structure: It Depends
on What You Want to Know

Most simply put, a structural model uses a behavioral
specification of economic agents (consumers and/or
firms) to derive a relationship between endoge-
nous and exogenous variables that may be observed
by an empirical researcher. Structural models are
most typically contrasted with reduced-form empirical
approaches, where a “theory-free” statistical analysis
is conducted to determine the relationship between
economic values of interest.1 Absent structure, an OLS
regression of Y on X will produce the best linear pre-
dictor of Y given X. In some contexts—in particular,
when the researcher hopes to isolate the correlation of
a single variable when the relationships among mul-
tiple Xs are confounded—such basic statistical asso-
ciations are potentially quite useful. If the analyst is
convinced that the interactions that produced the data
have not changed fundamentally (an assumption that
may be as strong as any a structuralist would impose),
such correlations may be appropriate for predictive
purposes, as outlined in the article.

However, to the extent that the goal of the re-
searcher goes beyond identifying statistical corre-
lations, reduced-form analysis will be insufficient.

Although invited commentaries are not formally peer-reviewed
and represent the opinion of the author, authors were carefully
chosen based on their outstanding expertise in the areas of their
respective commentaries.
1 Somewhere in-between are approaches that are experimental or
that exploit some “natural” experiment to make causal inferences.
These methods may have considerable promise, depending on the
specifics of the application.

Even for prediction, if the departure from X is too
great, historical data cannot provide a useful bench-
mark for predicting Y . Furthermore, without struc-
ture, little can be inferred about causation from any
revealed correlation. Estimating empirical relation-
ships derived from economic theory, in contrast, will
produce behavioral parameters that are inherently
more fundamental and useful in counterfactual anal-
ysis. Because making recommendations to practition-
ers about the impacts of their actions is a prominent
goal of marketing research, structural empirical anal-
ysis has a natural application in this field.

Other applications of structural estimation are not
likely to be as applicable in marketing research.2

Behavioral utility parameters can be used to make
consumer welfare calculations, which are useful for
public policy questions such as merger analysis.
When tied to particular economic theories, parame-
ters from structural estimation can be used to test
these theories—again, this is not typically the goal
of marketing research. Furthermore, the article use-
fully points out that marketing researchers must grap-
ple with the underlying presumption of optimality
when using structural methods. How can a mar-
keting researcher recommend an action that would
improve a firm’s profitability based on an analysis
that assumes firms were already maximizing prof-
its? In such cases, it may be more appropriate to

2 These applications are much more relevant given the types of
questions asked by industrial organization economists. Reiss and
Wolak’s (Forthcoming) review article provides a thorough treat-
ment of the impact of structural modeling in empirical industrial
organization.
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frame a result in terms of some type of constraint
or implied switching cost associated with the alterna-
tive policy. For example, the Chintagunta et al. (2003)
paper finds that the supermarket they study can earn
higher profits by changing the configurations of zones
in which different prices are charged. The authors
propose and evaluate several explanations for why
the observed (suboptimal) prices nonetheless obtain,
which is appropriate in the context of structural mod-
eling based on optimizing behavior.

2. Assumptions and Inferences: The
Value of Keeping It Real

Empirical structural modeling necessarily requires the
researcher to formulate the theory of economic behav-
ior from which the estimating equations derive. This
could be considered either a bug or a feature, depend-
ing on how realistic the underlying theoretical formu-
lation is. One needs only to take a quick skim over the
theoretical industrial organization literature to appre-
ciate the wide variety of (often conflicting) assump-
tions and findings regarding the strategic interactions
of consumers and firms. Even if there is general
agreement about the appropriate underlying theory,
additional simplifying assumptions may be necessary
to formulate an implementable econometric model
given the data available to the researcher. Ultimately,
the inferences that can be drawn from structural mod-
els become weaker as the abstraction from reality
embodied in the theoretical assumptions increases.

As such, it is crucial for the analyst to be com-
pletely forthcoming about the assumptions in his or
her structural model—distinguishing between those
that reflect the author’s preferred specification of the
true underlying behavior and those that are compro-
mises required due to estimation difficulties or data
limitations. It is absolutely essential for readers to be
able to evaluate these assumptions along with the
empirical findings. For example, in his paper on retail
franchises in the fast-food industry, Thomadsen (2005)
carefully lists the specific assumptions about indus-
try supply and market competition that are needed to
estimate demand parameters without quantity infor-
mation. This enumeration is accompanied by some
evidence (both anecdotal and quantitative) to justify
the assumptions and some introspection regarding
the consequences of possible deviation from what is
assumed.

The process of vetting and justifying assumptions
is crucial for more than its own sake. Depending on
the application, an implausible identifying assump-
tion can lead directly to substantially biased empiri-
cal findings. Bresnahan’s (1998) critique of Hausman’s
(1997) instrumentation approach (treating prices of
products in other geographic markets as uncorrelated)

is notable in that it includes both (1) a plausible alter-
native story that contradicts the maintained assump-
tions (related to unobserved national advertising) and
(2) a clear presentation of the consequences on the
estimated results. To generate convincing empirical
findings that are useful to its audience, structural
work needs to demonstrate that it is not subject to
criticism on at least one of these dimensions.

This last point is worth emphasizing, because in
some marketing applications the real underlying eco-
nomic relationships may involve many interacting
agents whose behavior is difficult to simultaneously
incorporate into an econometric model. For exam-
ple, the analysis of competition among manufactur-
ers in a consumer packaged-good industry using
data on consumer demand may or may not be com-
promised by the particular treatment of retailers in
the model. To the extent that the chosen treatment
abstracts from reality, it is the job of the researcher
to demonstrate that the specification does not drive
the empirical results. If that can be established, the
findings are immune to a complaint that “retailer
behavior is not modeled appropriately”—even if it
is not, it does not matter. An analog may be found
in the industrial organization literature on entry and
product choice. Researchers have acknowledged that
simplifying assumptions regarding the competitive
interaction among firms and potential entrants are
necessary to estimate any structural model, and so
have attempted to demonstrate the impact of alterna-
tive sets of assumptions on the results.3

3. Conclusion
To conclude, it is useful to once again recall the
comparison to reduced-form analysis. While struc-
tural work certainly requires more assumptions (and
these assumptions may be difficult to justify), I would
disagree with Chintagunta et al. that this represents
a relative weakness as compared to reduced-form
modeling. Beyond the statistical correlations, not
much can be inferred without some theoretical basis
for the estimation. This limits the usefulness of
the results for practitioners absent a very strong
assumption—that all the behavior underlying the
observed data will persist. In contrast, well-argued
structural work permits specific inferences about
behavioral parameters that can potentially be used
to answer questions about changes in the economic
environment. While it is true that any inferences are

3 For example, Mazzeo (2002) employs two different formulations
of competition; these generate two distinct econometric models, but
produce very similar estimated parameters. Ciliberto and Tamer
(2006) explore this same idea by estimating parameter bounds
encompassing the full range of potential assumptions where the
true nature of competition is unobserved by the researcher.
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strictly conditional on the maintained assumptions,
the extent to which the conditions imposed weaken
the inferences will vary. The ultimate influence of
structural analytical methods in marketing (and other
fields) will depend on a comparison between these
stronger yet conditional inferences and what can be
learned from theory-free statistical association.
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